FEATURES AT THE TURNER RESERVOIR LOOP TRAIL

1. **Boardwalk** - This section of the trail traverses over areas of wetlands and along the Ten Mile River.

2. **Farthen Dam** - This dam, built in the 1930's, created the Turner Reservoir that once was used for drinking water.

3. **Memorial** - This memorial is dedicated to three Seekonk High School students who lost their lives while canoeing on the reservoir in 1998.

4. **Peninsula** - A short spur trail leads to the tip of the peninsula offering sweeping views of the reservoir.

5. **Dedication Rock** - This rock is dedicated to James V. Turner, whom the reservoir is named after.

6. **Newman Oak** - A short spur trail leads to Bridgham Farm Road. Here is the Newman Oak, a tree said to be nearly 400 years old.

7. **Spillway** - The Turner Dam has spillway with a newly built fish ladder.

*ALL TRAILS TO BE USED AT YOUR OWN RISK.*